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This paper presents a methodology to utilize performance-based seismic design
procedure for evaluating the effect of heating in lead core of isolated structures with
lead-rubber bearing based on collapse assessment and seismic loss estimation.
Nonlinear archetypes of conventional 4-story steel special moment resisting frame,
isolated intermediate moment resisting frame with and without heating in lead
core effect are compared with each other under far-field (FF) and near-field (NF)
earthquakes. The results of this study show that heating in lead core increases
collapse risk, expected annual loss (EAL) and expected annual fatalities up to
40%. Besides, it has been found that the effect of heating in lead core for isolated
structures increases under NF comparing with FF ground motions. Sensitivity
analysis is employed to study the effect of modeling uncertainty on the loss
estimation process show that the effect of modeling uncertainty on the EAL increases
for NF ground motions comparing with FF ground motions.

1. Introduction
Performance-Based Seismic Design (PBSD) is
a procedure that permits the design and construction
of buildings with a realistic and reliable understanding of the risk of life, occupancy, and loss that may
occur as a result of future earthquakes [1]. PBSD
improves seismic risk decision-making through
assessment and design methods that have a strong
scientific basis and that express options in terms that
enable clients to make informed decisions. The
methodology needs to be supported by a consistent
procedure that characterizes the important seismic
hazard and engineering aspects of the problem, and

that relates these quantitatively to the defined
performance measures [2].
Strong earthquakes cause losses and disturb
normal operation of structures. Seismic Isolation
has proven to be an effective method of control for
structures during seismic events and mitigating
seismic losses and damage costs [3-4]. Isolated
Structure tends to respond like rigid mass in a way
that majority deformations can take place in the
flexible layer of the isolator [5]. Isolated structures
as well as fixed structures could suffer from inelastic
deformation and serious damage under intense
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seismic ground motions [6]. Moreover, the effects
of near-field earthquake with large velocity pulses
can bring the seismic isolation devices to critical
conditions [7].
Elastomeric bearings that are used in isolation
system can be divided into three sub-categories:
lead rubber (LR), high-damping rubber (HDR) and
natural rubber. Lead rubber bearings generally
consist of natural rubber bearings with a lead core
press-fit into the central mandrel hole [5]. The
strength degradation of LR bearings due to the
heating in lead core under cyclic shear loading
has already been validated by Kalpakidis et al
[8].
This study investigates the characteristics of
seismic performance of inelastic isolated structures
with the effect of heating in lead core subjected to
set of far-field (FF) and near-field (NF) ground
motion records, and then evaluates the isolated
structures from loss estimation standpoint. PBSD
provides a useful framework for developing an
understanding of the relationships among the
characteristics of the ground motion, superstructure
and isolation system, and to evaluate the ability of
various design approaches and isolator system
properties to reliably reach targeted performance
states [9]. Seismic loss estimation methods combine
seismic hazard, structural response, damage fragility,
and damage consequences to allow quantification
of seismic risk based on seismic performance of a
building that is expressed as the probable damage
and resulting consequences of a building's response
to earthquake shaking [10-11].
The benefit of such an approach is an advanced
method to assess the effect of heating in lead core
on isolation system performance in terms of loss
estimation. The analysis results show that seismic
isolation reduces collapse probability in superstructures significantly and can be cost-effective
in mitigating seismic risk; however, heating in
lead core increases seismic collapse up to 40%.
Besides, the effect of heating in lead core on
increasing expected annual loss and expected
annual fatalities is remarkable. Furthermore, this
effect on seismic risk under NF earthquakes is
greater than FF earthquakes.
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2. Design and Modeling Assumptions for the
Buildings
2.1. Design Assumptions
A 4-story conventional and base-isolated momentresisting frame archetypes that are designed by
ETABS 2015 software are considered as the case
studies in this paper. These commercial offices
(risk category III and seismic importance factor I
=1.25) were designed by the equivalent lateral
force method for conventional building and responsespectrum method for base-isolated building to meet
the requirements of ASCE 7-10 [12] and AISC
360-10 [13]. The buildings were located in Los
Angeles, California, on stiff soil (site class D )
with mapped spectral accelerations Ss =2.111g for
short periods and S1 = 0.733g for a 1-s period (g =
gravitational acceleration).
The conventional building was detailed for
high ductility as a special moment-resisting frame
(SMF) and uses reduced beam section (RBS)
connections, which are prequalified according to
AISC 341-10 [14]. However, the isolated building,
which has lower ductility requirements, was detailed
as an isolated intermediate moment-resisting
frame (I-IMF) using welded unreinforced flange,
welded web (WUF-W) beam-column connections.
Response modification factors were R = 8 for the
SMF, and R = 2 for the I-IMF, assuming a design
yield strength of 345 MPa for structural steel.
Design drift limits were 2% for the SMF and 1.5%
for the I-IMF.
The archetypes are 55 by 55 meters in plan, with
bottom story height of 5.48 meters, typical story
heights of 4.57 meters and column spacing of 9.15
meters in each direction as depicted in Figure (1).
Lateral resistance is provided by two 6-bay
perimeter moment frames in the X-direction and
two 4-bay perimeter and one 4-bay interior moment
frames in the Y-direction; moment-resisting bays.
The steel sections selected for the momentresisting frame members are listed in Table (1).
The design displacement DD of the isolators
in the design earthquake and the maximum displacement DM in the MCE at the center of rigidity
are computed as [12]:
DD =

gSD1 .TD
4 p 2 BD

(1)
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Table 2. Characteristics of the Lead-Rubber Bearing (LRB).

Figure 1. Plan layout of the archetypes .

Table 1. Design outcomes for the beams and columns of the
SMF and I-IMF.

DM =

gSM 1.TM
4 p 2 BM

(2)

where TD, TM = effective isolation periods; BD, BM
coefficients that modify the spectrum for damping;
and SD1, SM1 = 1-s spectral accelerations for the
corresponding events. The isolation devices have
been designed in detail using Lead-Rubber Bearing
(LR) by iteration as listed in Table (2).
Detailed three-dimensional (3D) numerical
models of the structures were developed in OpenSees
software, open-source analysis platform. Although
the buildings are symmetric about both axes, the
mass centers were shifted by 5% of the longest
plan dimension in both directions to account for
accidental torsion. Slab action was accounted for a
rigid diaphragm, except at the base level of the
I-IMF, where slabs were modeled with shell
elements to enhance the rigidity of the model
against local isolator uplift [15-16].
JSEE / Vol. 18, No. 4, 2016

Moment-resisting frame modeled using lumped
plasticity elements [17]. The rotational springs at the
member ends are idealized by the Ibarra-MedinaKrawinkler (IMK) model [18] as this was modified
by Lignos and Krawinkler [19] to incorporate
asymmetric component hysteretic behavior as well
as ultimate deformation rotation. To determine their
properties, they fitted a database of structural tests
using regression equations that incorporate the
effect of material, section geometry and member
dimensions. This database is available in the following link: http://dimitrios-lignos.research.mcgill.ca/
databases/.
The steel stress-strain and moment-curvature
relationships were assumed to be bilinear, with a
strain hardening ratio of 3%. Gravity beams were
modeled using elastic frame elements with moment
releases at both ends. In the SMF, moment-resisting
and gravity columns were fixed and pinned at the
base, respectively; whereas in the I-IMF, moment
connections were assumed at all base level beam
column joints.
Energy dissipation was applied to the conventional
structure and the isolated superstructure using
stiffness proportional damping calibrated to give
2.5% damping at their respective first mode frequencies. Stiffness proportional damping was selected
since Rayleigh damping has been observed to
artificially suppress the first mode of an isolated
building even compared with a rigid structure
approximation. Tangent stiffness proportional damping rather than initial stiffness proportional damping
was selected to prevent the damping forces from
becoming unrealistically large compared with the
element forces after the superstructure yields [16].
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2.2. Ground Motions Selection
The approach requires a set of records that can
be used for incremental dynamic analysis of
buildings and evaluation process [20]. In this study
FF record set includes twenty-two records (44
individual components) and the NF record set includes
twenty-eight records (56 individual components)
selected from the PEER NGA database based on
FEMA P695 [21]. Seismic parameter of selected
ground motions are listed in Table (3). The intensity
measure (IM) for representing the intensity parameter and scaling the ground motions is selected to be
the spectral acceleration at the first mode period
with 5% coefficient of damping (Sa (T1,5%)).

2.3. Modeling of Base Isolation Element in
OpenSees
Isolators were modeled independently, one
beneath each column, using a LeadRubberX element
in OpenSees software. The physical model of an
elastomeric bearing is considered as a two-node,
twelve degrees-of-freedom discrete element. The
two nodes are connected by six springs that
represent the mechanical behavior in the six basic
directions of a bearing. This model of LRB bearings
is presented for the analysis of base isolated structure under design and beyond design basis shaking,
explicitly considering both the effects of lateral

displacement and cyclic vertical and horizontal
loading [22].
For LR bearings, the effective yield stress of lead
is not constant but decreases with number of cycles
because of the heating of the lead-core under large
cyclic displacements. The extent of reduction depends
on the geometric properties of bearing and speed of
motion. Kalpakidis et al [8] proposed the dependence
of characteristic strength of LR bearings on the
increase in the temperature of lead-core which itself
is a function of time. Kumar et al [22] developed
LeadRubberX element in OpenSees software that
can capture strength degradation in cyclic shear
loading due to heating of lead core, which is used for
studying the effect of lead core heating on archetype
named "I-IMF-Heat".

3. Collapse Assessment and Loss Estimation
3.1. Collapse Assessment Results
Tables (4) and (5) presents collapse assessment
results for FF and NF ground motion respectively.
In these tables T1(s) is the first mode period,
[Sa ]colla pse is collapse spectral acceleration (g),
Sa 2/50 [ T1] is the spectral acceleration with 2%
probability of exceedance in 50 years (g), P [C|Sa MCE]
is the probability of collapse at the maximum considered spectral acceleration, lcollapse is the result of
integration of collapse fragility function together with

Table 3. Seismic Parameters of selected ground motions.

Table 4. Summary of IDA results for FF ground motions.

Table 5. Summary of IDA results for NF ground motions.
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site specific hazard curve, collapse margin ratio
(CMR) defined as the ratio of the median of collapse
spectral acceleration to the spectral acceleration
with 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years, sRTR
is the record-to-record dispersion resulted from
the variety in the values of the collapse spectral
acceleration due to the different spectral shapes
of the set of records, RDRcol and IDRcol are respectively roof drift ratio and maximum interstory drift
ratio at collapse.
Figures (2) and (3) show the collapse fragility
curves for all archetypes for FF and NF ground
motions, respectively. The horizontal axis is
normalized with Sa [2/50]. It can be seen, the effect
of heating in lead core on collapse fragility under
FF ground motions in low spectral accelerations is
negligible; however, in high spectral accelerations
this effect is remarkable. In addition, the effect of

heating in lead core in collapse fragility under NF
ground motions for all range of spectral acceleration
is considerable, but in high spectral acceleration
this effect is reduced.
Annual frequency of collapse (l collapse) is the
most useful measure to compare collapse safety of
different archetypes as it considered both collapse
fragility curve of structure and hazard curve of the
location that can be obtained from USGS: http://
geohazards.usgs.gov/hazardtool/application.php.
Considering heating effect on archetypes (I-IMFHeat) in Tables (4) and (5), it can be seen that the
lcollapse increases by 30% under FF ground motions
and 40% under NF ground motions, also the CMR
reduces by 10.8% under the FF ground motions
and 15.2% under the NF ground motions. Therefore,
the effect of heating in lead core on decreasing the
CMR and increasing the lcollapse in the NF is greater
than FF earthquakes. Moreover, the effect of
heating in lead core increases RDRcol and IDRcol
under the FF and NF earthquakes.

3.2. Loss Estimation

Figure 2. The lognormal collapse fragility for FF ground motions.

Figure 3. The lognormal collapse fragility for NF ground motions.
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Collapse assessment is not adequate for comparing seismic safety in structures [23] because
variations in accelerations, velocities and drifts
developed in stories, differences in number of
occupants and their distribution and the monetary
value of the continents cause buildings to suffer
from different levels of human and monetary losses
during a seismic event [24]. Performance assessment
calculation tool (PACT) has been used in the
seismic performance and loss estimation of buildings
[24-27]. PACT 2 and the approach of loss estimation
of PBSD in FEMA P-58 [1] is utilized in this study
to evaluate human losses and the cost and time that
shall be allocated for the renovation of seismicinduced damages. This method relies on fragility
curves to define the earthquake-induced damages to
structural and non-structural components. By having
engineering demand parameter (EDP ) as the drift
or acceleration or velocity induced in each story by
earthquake, the method gives the probability of
exceedance of a particular damage state in the
related component ( P [ DM| EDP ]). Having the
damage states and by employing consequence
functions, decision variables ( DV) as probable
267
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financial and human losses can be evaluated
(P [DV|DM]). Using the total probability theorem,
the mean annual occurrence rate of the decision
variable l[ DV] can be found by integrating
P [DV|DM], P [DM|EDP ] and P [EDP |IM] obtained
from structural analysis and the mean annual
frequency of exceedance of the intensity l[DV]
simultaneously. Framework formula for loss
estimation expressed as follows [28]:
l[ DV] = òòò P ( DV | DM ) P ( DM | EDP )

P ( EDP | IM )l( IM ) . dDM . dEDP . dIM

(3)

The decision variables (DV) in this study are
defined as expected annualized repair cost or
financial losses (EAL), expected annualized repair
time (EAT), expected annualized fatalities (EAF)
and expected annualized injuries (EAI), which are
defined as the average values of these parameters
that are expected to occur annually. These metrics
are obtained by integrating the diagram of expected
decision variable [E(DV)] versus intensity together
with site-specific hazard curve and is interpreted
as the estimated loss that occurs on average every
year. It should be noted that precise quantification
of performance measures is impossible, thus probabilistic framework should be utilized. According to
probability theorem, final loss can be obtained from
Eq. (3) considering the two probable cases, Collapse
(C) and No-collapse cases:
E [ DV / IM ] = E ( DV | IM , NC ) ´
(1 - P (C / IM )) + E ( DV | IM , C ) ´ P (C | IM )

(4)

Employing the vulnerability functions, values of
EAL and EAF are computed as follows:
EAL = l 0 òòò E[ RC IM ] P [ IM | IM ³ im0 ]d I M

(5)

where l 0 is the mean annual rate of events with
IM ³ im0 , im0 is a threshold event under which
EAL or EAF is considered negligible and is
considered as 2% of collapse intensity, and
P [ IM | IM ³ im0 ] is the conditional probability of
occurrence of IM [24].

components and the associated fragility and consequence functions based on NISTIR classification
[29]. In this table, the dispersion of Engineering
Demand Parameter (EDP) varies from 0.3 to 0.6
and the dispersion of repair cost varies from 0.1 to
0.64. In order to estimate the probable number of
occupants at the time of earthquake occurrence, we
used the population models of PACT 2 for commercial office, which return the number of occupants
based on hour of day, day of week and month of
year. To evaluate the replacement cost of each
archetype, tools such as R.S. Square Foot Costs
(RSMeans Building Construction Cost Data Online)
from https://www.rsmeansonline.com, can be used
[30]. The RS Means estimations include all of
the important and most common structural and
non-structural components. However, these
estimations usually cover the lower bound of
construction costs [24]. Replacement cost of SMF
and I-IMF are estimated to be 30.6 and 35.8 million
dollars, respectively.

3.4. Modeling Uncertainties
Modeling uncertainty, b m , results from inaccuracies in component modeling, damping, and mass
assumptions which can have a significant impact
on the seismic performance. For the purpose of
estimating b m , these uncertainties have been
associated with the level of building definition and
construction quality assurance, bc , and the quality
and completeness of the nonlinear analysis model,
b q . The total modeling dispersion can be estimated
as [1]:
b m = bc2 + b 2q

(6)

To study the effect of modeling uncertainties in
loss estimation, two cases are considered, the first
case b m = 0 (without modeling uncertainty) and the
second case, bc = 0.1 for superior quality (new
buildings) and bq = 0.4 for limited quality that are
resulted in b m = 0.41.

3.5. Loss Estimation Outcomes
3.3. Assumptions for Loss Estimation
Before estimating loss for each archetype, some
necessary assumptions must be made. Table (6)
shows the list of the considered damageable
268

Repair cost is defined here necessary to restore
a building to its pre-earthquake condition, or in the
case of total loss, to replace the building with a new
structure of similar construction (in dollars).
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Table 6. Damageable components and the associated fragility and loss parameters.

Table 7. Loss estimation outcomes for FF ground motions.

Casualties is outlined here Loss of life or serious
injury requiring hospitalization, occurring within
the building envelope and includes fatalities and
injuries, and repair time is the time necessary to
repair a damaged building to its pre earthquake
condition. Performance measures of the FF and
JSEE / Vol. 18, No. 4, 2016

NF ground motions are listed in Tables (7) and (8),
respectively. Besides, the EAF and EAT of these
tables (with uncertainty) are depicted in Figure (4).
The expected annual loss (EAL) values normalized by replacement cost, ranging between 0.17%
and 0.65%. The maximum normalized EAL is for
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Table 8. Loss estimation outcomes for NF ground motions.

Figure 4. EAF and EAT for FF and NF ground motions.

the SMF in the NF ground motions and minimum
is for I-IMF in the FF ground motions. It is evident
that the EAL significantly decreases as isolation
system is used and considering heating in lead core
of isolated archetypes increases the EAL because
of increasing EDPs like drifts. This effect increases
under the NF ground motions as the percentage
change in the EAL considering the heating effect
with modeling uncertainty are 10.5% and 38.5%
under FF and NF earthquakes, respectively.
The expected annual repair time (EAT) decreases
significantly in isolated structures that emphasizes
the importance of these structures for operational
performance after seismic events.
The expected annual fatalities (EAF) and expected
annual injuries (EAI) due to earthquake occurrence
is a measure to examine to which extent the modern
building codes are successful in protecting human
lives against earthquake. Collapse of structures is
270

the main source of fatalities; therefore, in this study,
it is assumed that the earthquake-induced human
fatalities are only the result of structural collapse. It
is evident that the EAF and EAI significantly
decreases as isolation system is used and heating
in lead core of isolation system increases the EAF
and EAI and the effect is much greater in the EAF
with 35% variation in the NF ground motions.
Referring to Tables (7) and (8), it is evident that
the modeling uncertainty has no effect on the EAF
of archetypes but increases other performance
measures. Figure (5) shows percentage change of
performance parameters in I-IMF-Heat archetypes
because of modeling uncertainty. It can be seen and
the effect of modeling uncertainty increases for the
NF ground motions comparing with FF ground motions for normalized EAL, but the variation in other
parameters are nearly equal. Maximum percentage
change in EAL considering modeling uncertainty is
for I-IMF-Heat in the NF ground motions with 20.8%
variation; therefore, modeling uncertainty has a great
effect on performance parameters.

Figure 5. Percentage change of performance parameters
in I-IMF-Heat archetypes because of modeling
uncertainty.
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4. Conclusion
This study utilizes performance-based seismic
design and loss assessment methodology based on
FEMA P-58 [1] to investigate seismic performance
of inelastic isolated structures considering heating
in lead core subject to set of far and near-field
ground motion records in terms of collapse risk and
human and financial losses. PBSD provides a useful
framework for developing an understanding of the
relationships among the characteristics of the ground
motion, superstructure and isolation system, and to
evaluate the ability of various design approaches and
isolator system properties to reliably achieve targeted
performance goals.
Finding of collapse assessments show that the
effect of heating in lead core on collapse fragility
under far-field ground motions in low spectral
accelerations is negligible, but in high spectral
accelerations this effect is remarkable. In addition,
the effect of heating in lead core in collapse fragility
under near-field ground motions for all range of
spectral acceleration is considerable but in high
spectral acceleration this effect is reduced. Furthermore, heating in lead core leads to increase of annual
frequency of collapse by 30% under far-field ground
motions and 40% under near-field ground motions,
also collapse margin ratio reduces by 10.8% under
far-field ground motions and 15.2% under near-field
ground motions. Therefore, the effect of heating in
lead core on collapse parameters under near-field is
greater than far-field earthquakes.
Loss estimation outcomes demonstrate that
heating in lead core of isolated archetypes increases
expected annual loss because of increasing demand
parameters like drifts. This effect increases under
near-field ground motions as the percentage change
in expected annual loss considering the heating
effect are 10.5% and 38.5% under far-field and
near-field earthquakes, respectively. Besides,
heating in lead core of isolation system increases
expected annual fatalities and expected annual
injuries and the effect is much greater in expected
annual fatalities with 35% variation in near-field
ground motions. Sensitivity analysis to consider the
effect of modeling uncertainty on the loss estimation
process show that the effect of modeling uncertainty
on expected annual loss increases for near-field
ground motions comparing with far-field ground
JSEE / Vol. 18, No. 4, 2016

motions.
It should be noted that differences in the employed
population models, hazard analysis results and
collapse performance of the studied buildings lead to
different performance parameters. Therefore, in
order to reach to a more comprehensive conclusion,
sets of archetypes designed with different heights,
various structural systems, different population
models and zones with different levels of seismic
hazard have to be evaluated.
The benefit of loss estimation approach is an
improved method to assess the effect of heating
in lead core on isolation system performance in
terms of human and financial losses and can provide
stakeholders and insurance companies with measures
to assess the seismic risk.
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